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Abstract
Recognizing an object’s category and pose lies at the heart of visual understanding.
Recent works suggest that deep neural networks (DNNs) often fail to generalize to
category-pose combinations not seen during training. However, it is unclear when
and how such generalization may be possible. Does the number of combinations
seen during training impact generalization? Is it better to learn category and pose in
separate networks, or in a single shared network? Furthermore, what are the neural
mechanisms that drive the network’s generalization? In this paper, we answer
these questions by analyzing state-of-the-art DNNs trained to recognize both object
category and pose (position, scale, and 3D viewpoint) with quantitative control
over the number of category-pose combinations seen during training. We also
investigate the emergence of two types of specialized neurons that can explain
generalization to unseen combinations—neurons selective to category and invariant
to pose, and vice versa. We perform experiments on MNIST extended with
position or scale, the iLab dataset with vehicles at different viewpoints, and a
challenging new dataset for car model recognition and viewpoint estimation that we
introduce in this paper, the Biased-Cars dataset. Our results demonstrate that as the
number of combinations seen during training increase, networks generalize better
to unseen category-pose combinations, facilitated by an increase in the selectivity
and invariance of individual neurons. We find that learning category and pose in
separate networks compared to a shared one leads to an increase in such selectivity
and invariance, as separate networks are not forced to preserve information about
both category and pose. This enables separate networks to significantly outperform
shared ones at predicting unseen category-pose combinations.
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Introduction

In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have offered state-of-the-art solutions for object
category recognition [1–5], pose estimation (e.g., position, scale, and 3D viewpoint) [6–9], and
more complex visual problems that rely on a combination of these two tasks. These include Object
Detection [10–16], Visual Question Answering [17–20], and Image Captioning [21–25], among
others. Despite this tremendous progress, recent works have uncovered evidence suggesting that generalization capabilities of DNNs might be limited when testing on object category-pose combinations
not seen during training. For object category recognition, DNNs may fail to generalize across spatial
transformations like 2D rotation and translation [26–28], and also non-canonical 3D views [29, 30].
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Figure 1: Category-Pose datasets. (a) Our new Biased-Cars dataset: Can a network shown only
examples of Ford Thunderbird from the front and of Mitsubishi Lancer from the side generalize to
predict the Category and the Pose for a Thunderbird seen from the side? (b) iLab-2M dataset [31]:
Each cell represents a unique category-pose combination (categories vary between rows, pose
between columns) with multiple object instances per category and backgrounds. (c) Held-out test
set of category-pose combinations. The same held-out test set is used to evaluate networks trained
with different percentage of seen combinations. (d) Example of biased training set with 50% of the
category-pose combinations. The number of categories and poses selected is always equal.

For pose estimation, DNNs often need to be trained for specific object instances or categories [7–9],
which suggests that pose estimation methods do not generalize well across arbitrary 3D objects.
It remains unclear when and how DNNs generalize across category-pose combinations not seen
during training. Fig. 1a presents a motivating example: would a network trained with examples
of a Ford Thunderbird seen only from the front, and a Mitsubishi Lancer seen only from the side
generalize to predict car model (category) and viewpoint (pose) for a Thunderbird shown from the
side? If so, what underlying mechanisms enable a network to do so?
In order to understand the capability of DNNs to generalize to unseen category-pose combinations, we
investigate the impact of two key factors—data diversity and architectural choices. More concretely,
we train state-of-the-art DNNs on a different number of object category-pose combinations and evaluate them on combinations never seen during training. As category recognition and pose estimation are
often needed together to solve complex computer vision tasks, we analyze the impact of learning the
two tasks in separate networks vs. together on the capability to generalize. Furthermore, to investigate
the underlying mechanisms driving the generalization of the network, we investigate the emergence
of selective and invariant representations which have been shown to facilitate generalization [32–38].
In a series of experiments, we demonstrate that the percentage of category-pose combinations seen
during training (training data diversity) matters significantly. As DNNs are trained with more
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combinations, there is an increase in their accuracy on unseen combinations. Our results also reveal
that learning category and pose in separate networks helps DNNs generalize substantially better
compared to learning them together. We show that this generalization behaviour is driven by an
increase in the selectivity and invariance of the neurons, which is even more pronounced when
category and pose prediction are learned in separate networks compared to a shared one.
These results are consistent across multiple state-of-the-art DNNs in MNIST [39] extended with
position and scale, the iLab-2M dataset [31] and in a new challenging dataset of car model recognition
and viewpoint estimation, the Biased-Cars dataset, which we introduce in this paper. This new dataset
consists of 15K photorealistic rendered images of several car models at different positions, scales and
viewpoints, and under various illumination, background, clutter and occlusion conditions. With these
results, we hope to provide a first milestone at understanding the neural mechanisms which enable
DNNs to generalize to unseen category-pose combinations.

2

Category-Pose Datasets

To analyze generalization to unseen category-pose combinations, we chose the following four
datasets as they offer complete control over the joint distribution of categories and poses. Each dataset
contains category and pose labels for all images, and networks are trained to predict both these labels
simultaneously without pretraining. Category and pose prediction are both cast as classification
problems with an equal number of classes to ensure equal treatment of the two tasks. Additional
experimental details including optimizers and hyper-parameters can be found in the supplement.
MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale. These are variants of the MNIST dataset [39], created by
adding pose in the form of position or scale to MNIST. MNIST-Position was created by placing
MNIST images into one of nine possible locations in an empty 3-by-3 grid. For MNIST-Scale, we
resized images to one of nine possible sizes followed by zero-padding. Images of the digit 9 were left
out in both these datasets ensuring nine category and nine pose classes, for a total of 81 category-pose
combinations. Sample images are available in the supplement.
iLab-2M dataset. iLab-2M [31] is a large scale (two million images), natural image dataset with 3D
variations in pose and multiple object instances for each category as shown in Fig.1b. The dataset
was created by placing physical toy objects on a turntable and photographing them from six different
azimuth viewpoints, each at five different zenith angles (total 30). From the original dataset, we chose
a subset of six object categories - Bus, Car, Helicopter, Monster Truck, Plane, and Tank. In Fig. 1b,
each row represents images from one category, and each column images from one azimuth angle. All
networks are trained to predict one of six category and the azimuth (pose) labels each.
Biased-Cars dataset. Here we introduce a challenging new dataset of object category and pose
which we call the Biased-Cars dataset. We plan to make it publicly available upon publication.
This dataset was generated using our custom computer graphics pipeline to render photo-realistic
outdoor scene data with fine control over scene clutter (trees, street furniture, and pedestrians), object
occlusions, diverse backgrounds (building/road materials) and lighting conditions (sky maps). Our
dataset has 15K images and contains five different car models seen from viewpoints varying between
0-90 degrees of azimuth, and 0-50 degrees of zenith across multiple scales. Sample images are shown
in Fig. 1a. For additional diversity, cars were rendered in four different colors—red, green, blue, and
black. We divide the azimuth angle into five bins of 18 degrees each, ensuring five category (car
models) and five pose classes (azimuth bins), for a total of 25 different category-pose combinations.
Building on the recent successes of synthetic city datasets and simulators for outdoor scenes [40–46],
we designed our pipeline for two main reasons. Firstly, existing pre-rendered datasets did not match
the experimental constraints we wished to have over the joint distribution of categories, pose, and
other scene parameters like object colors, scene clutter, and backgrounds. Secondly, most existing
simulators use real-time rendering, and not physically based rendering (PBR) [47]. Using PBR
helped make our images more photo-realistic by accurately modeling the flow of light in the scene.
Furthermore, PBR has been shown to help networks transfer to natural image data significantly better
than real-time rendering [48, 49]. Additional details and samples are available in the supplement.
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Figure 2: Architectures for Category Recognition and Pose Estimation. Shared, Separate and Split-2
architectures for ResNet-18. In the Shared architecture, all layers until the last convolutional block are
shared between tasks, followed by task specific fully connected layers. In the Separate architecture,
each task is trained in a separate network with no layer sharing between tasks. Split-2 presents a
middle ground. These architectures are designed similarly for backbones other than ResNet-18.
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Factors Affecting Generalization to Unseen Category-Pose Combinations

Below we present the two factors we study for their impact on generalization to unseen category-pose
combinations - (i) data diversity, and (ii) architectural choices.
3.1

Generating Train/Test Splits with Desired Data Diversity

Every dataset described in Section 2 can be visualized as a square category-pose combinations grid as
shown for the iLab dataset in Fig. 1b. Here, each row represents images from one category, and each
column a pose. Thus, each cell in the combinations grid represents one category-pose combination.
Constructing the test split. For every dataset, we select and hold out a set of combinations from the
combinations grid as shown in Fig. 1c. We refer to these as the unseen combinations. Images from
these combinations are never shown to any network during training. Instead, these images are used to
build an unseen test split, which allows us to evaluate how well networks generalize to combinations
never seen during training. For a fair representation of each category and pose, we ensure that every
category and pose class occurs exactly once in the unseen combinations, ie., one cell each per row
and column is selected. One such unseen test split is constructed for each dataset.
Constructing multiple train splits. Remaining cells in the combinations grid are used to construct
multiple training splits with an increasing percentage of category-pose combinations. For each training
split, we first sample a set of combinations as shown in Fig. 1d, which we call the seen combinations.
Then, we build the training data-split by sampling images from these seen combinations. We ensure
that every category and pose occurs equally in the seen combinations, ie., equal numbers of cells per
each row and column. Fig. 1d shows the 50% seen training split for the iLab dataset. To ensure that
we evaluate the effect of data diversity and not that of the amount of data, the number of images is
kept constant across train splits as the percentage of seen combinations is increased. Thus, the number
of images per seen combination decreases as the percentage of seen combinations is increased.
3.2

Architectural Choices

One central question addressed in this paper is the impact of architectural choices on the capability to
generalize to unseen category-pose combinations. Work from Multi-Task Learning [50, 51] literature
suggests learning the two tasks in the same network can help generalize better when the tasks are
related. However, recent works suggest that architectures composed of specialized networks for subtasks [17–19] help improve generalization to novel conditions in relational visual question-answering
tasks [52]. To see how this architectural choice impacts generalization to unseen category-pose
combinations, we defined two backbone agnostic architectures which we refer to as the Shared
and the Separate architectures. Fig. 2 depicts these architectures for a ResNet-18 backbone [1].
In the Shared case, all convolutional blocks are shared between tasks, followed by task-specific
fully connected layers, while there are no layers shared between tasks in the Separate architecture.
Specifically for ResNet-18, we also investigated 3 additional Split architectures which represent a
gradual transition from Separate to Shared ResNet-18: the Split-1, Split-2, and Split-3 architectures.
These were constructed by branching ResNet-18 after 1, 2, and 3 convolutional blocks as compared
to after 4 blocks as in the case of the Shared architecture as shown in Fig. 2. It is important to note
4

that splitting a layer leads to the doubling of the number of neurons in that layer. In the experiments
below, we show that this increase in width does not provide an added advantage.

4

Generalization through Selectivity and Invariance of Individual Neurons

Selectivity and invariance of neurons have long been hypothesized to facilitate generalization in both
biological and artificial neural networks [33–36, 38, 53–55]. Neurons are commonly interpreted
as image feature detectors, such that the neuron’s activity is high only when certain features are
present in the image [56–60]. We refer to this property as selectivity to an image feature. Selectivity
alone, however, is not sufficient to generalize to unseen category-pose combinations. For example,
a neuron may be selective to features relevant to a category, but only so for a subset of all the
poses. Generalization is facilitated by selective neurons that are also invariant to nuisance features.
For instance, in Fig. 1a, neurons that are selective to the Ford Thunderbird and invariant to pose
would have very similar activity for the Ford Thunderbird in seen and unseen poses, thus enabling
generalization to category recognition. Similarly, generalization to pose prediction can be enabled by
neurons selective to pose and invariant to category.
Here, we present our implementation for quantifying the amount of selectivity and invariance of
an individual neuron. Let N be the number of categories or poses in the dataset. We represent the
activations for a neuron across all category-pose combinations as an N × N activations grid, as
shown in Fig. E.16a. Each cell in this activations grid represents the average activation of a neuron for
images from one category-pose combination, with rows and columns representing average activations
for all images from a single category (e.g., Ford Thunderbird) and a pose (e.g., front), respectively.
These activations are normalized to lie between 0 and 1 (see supplement). For neuron k, we define akij
as the entry in the activations grid for column (category) i and row (pose) j. Below we introduce the
evaluation of a neuron’s selectivity score with respect to category and invariance score with respect
to pose. Pose selectivity score and category invariance score can be derived analogously.
Selectivity score. We first identify the category that the neuron is activated for the most on average, ie., the category which has the maximum sum across the column in Fig. E.16a. P
We call this
category the neuron’s preferred category, and denote it as i?k , such that i?k = arg maxi j akij . The
selectivity score compares the average activity for the preferred category (denoted as âk ) with the
average activity of the remaining categories (āk ). Let Sck be the selectivity score with respect to
category, which we define as is usual in the literature (e.g., [61, 62]) with the following expression:
P k
P
âk − āk
1 X k
j aij
i6=i?k
k
k
k
Sc = k
, where â =
ai?k j , ā =
.
(1)
k
â + ā
N j
N (N − 1)
Observe that Sck is a value between 0 and 1, and higher values of Sck indicate that the neuron is more
active for the preferred category as compared to the rest. Selectivity with respect to pose, denoted as
Spk , can be derived analogously by swapping indices (i, j).
Invariance score. A neuron’s invariance to pose captures the range of its average activity for the
preferred category as the pose (nuisance parameter) is changed. Let Ipk be the invariance score with
respect to pose which we define as the difference between the highest and lowest activity across all
poses for the preferred category, ie.,


Ipk = 1 − max aki?k j − min aki?k j ,
(2)
j

j

where the range is subtracted from 1 to have the invariance score equal to 1 when there is maximal
invariance. Invariance with respect to category, denoted Ick , can be derived analogously.
Specialization score. Generalization to category recognition may be facilitated by neurons selective
to category and invariant to pose. Similarly, pose selective and category invariant neurons can help
generalize well to pose estimation. This reveals a tension when category and pose are learned together,
as a neuron which is selective to category, cannot be invariant to category. The same is true for pose.
One way to resolve this contradiction is the emergence of two sets of specialized neurons - category
selective and pose invariant, and vice versa. This hypothesis is well-aligned with the findings in [63],
which showed the emergence of groups of neurons contributing exclusively to single tasks. Thus,
in the context of category recognition and pose estimation, we hypothesize that neurons become
selective to either category or pose as the relevant image features for these tasks are disjoint.
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Figure 3: Generalization performance for Shared and Separate ResNet-18 as seen combinations are
increased for all datasets. The geometric mean between category recognition accuracy and pose
estimation accuracy is reported along with confidence intervals (a) MNIST-Scale dataset. (b) MNISTPosition dataset. (c) iLab dataset. (d) Biased-Cars dataset.
To classify neuron k as a category or pose neuron, we compare its selectivity for both category and
pose (Sck and Spk ). If Sck is greater than Spk , then neuron k is a category neuron, otherwise, it is a
pose neuron. Since generalization capability relies on both invariance and selectivity, we introduce a
new metric for a neuron, the specialization score denoted as Γk , which is the geometric mean of its
selectivity and invariance scores, ie.,
 q
 Sck Ipk if Sck > Spk (category neuron)
q
.
(3)
Γk =
 S k I k if S k ≤ S k (pose neuron)
p
c
p c
In Section 6 we present results that show that the specialization score is highly indicative of a
network’s capability to generalize to unseen combinations.
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When do DNNs Generalize to new Category-Pose Combinations?

Below we summarize our findings from evaluating Separate and Shared architectures when tested
on images from seen (different from train images) and unseen category-pose combinations. See
supplement for experimental details.
DNNs generalize better to unseen combinations as they see more combinations. Fig. 3 presents
the geometric mean of category and pose prediction accuracy for Separate and Shared architectures
with the ResNet-18 backbone, for all datasets. These experiments were repeated three times, and
here we present the mean performance with confidence intervals. As Fig. 3 shows, both architectures
show a significant improvement in their performance on images from unseen combinations, as the
seen combinations are increased. Thus, an increase in data diversity in the form of seen combinations
enables both these architectures to generalize better. It is to be noted that state-of-the-art DNNs do
not theoretically guarantee viewpoint invariance [38]. But this result provides reassurance that DNNs
can become robust to unseen category-pose combinations as long as they are shown enough diversity
during training. However, the accuracy for both category and pose prediction may not always be
increasing consistently (see supplement), even though their geometric mean (shown above) is always
increasing. We attribute this to the randomness in the selection of seen and unseen combinations.
Separate architectures generalize significantly better than Shared ones. A striking finding that
emerged from our analysis is that while both architectures perform well on new images from seen
combinations, for images from unseen combinations Separate architectures outperform Shared ones
by a very large margin. For the ResNet-18 backbone, this result can be seen consistently across all 4
datasets as shown in Fig. 3. Results for each individual task have been shown in the supplement.
We extended our analysis to Separate and Shared architectures with different backbones (ResNeXt [2],
WideResNet [3], Inception v3 [4] and the DenseNet [5]), as shown in Fig. 4a and b. As can be
seen, Separate architectures outperform Shared ones by a large margin for all backbones, which
confirms that this result is not backbone specific. Investigating further, we experiment with Split
architectures, and as can be seen in Fig. 4c and d, there is a consistent, gradual dip in the performance
as we move from the Separate to the Shared architectures. Thus, generalization to unseen category6
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Figure 4: Generalization performance for different architectures and backbones as seen combinations
are increased for all iLab and Biased-City datasets. The geometric mean between category recognition accuracy and pose recognition accuracy is reported for unseen combinations as percentage of
seen combinations is increased. (a) and (b) Accuracy of separate and shared for backbones other
than ResNet-18, for iLab and Biased-Cars datasets, respectively. (c) and (d) Accuracy of ResNet-18
Separate, Shared and different Split architectures made at different blocks of the network, for iLab
and Biased-Cars datasets, respectively.

pose combinations is best achieved by learning both tasks separately, with a consistent decrease in
generalization as more parameter sharing is enforced.
To make sure that Separate architectures do not perform better due to the added number of neurons,
we made the Shared-Wide architecture by doubling the neurons in each layer of the Shared ResNet-18
network. As Fig. 4c and d show, this architecture performs very similarly to the Shared one. This is
in accordance with previous results that show that modern DNNs may improve in performance as the
width is increased but to a limited extent [64, 65]. See additional results in supplement along with
results demonstrating that these findings are robust for a different number of training images.
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How do DNNs Generalize to Unseen Category-Pose Combinations?

We now analyze the role of specialized (ie., selective and invariant) neurons in driving generalization
to unseen category-pose combinations presented in Section 5.
Specialization score correlates with generalization to unseen category-pose. We first investigate
the emergence of category and pose neurons in the final convolutional layer of the networks. Fig. 5b
and c show the percentage of neurons of each type in Shared and Separate architectures as seen
combinations are increased. As can be seen, all neurons in the category and pose branches of the
Separate architecture become specialized to category and pose respectively. But in the Shared case,
as the network is expected to simultaneously learn both tasks, both kinds of neurons emerge. In
Fig. E.16 we present the median of specialization scores across neurons, ie., the median of Γk , in the
final convolutional layer for Shared, Split, and Separate architectures across multiple backbones in
Biased-Cars dataset. These are presented separately for the category and pose neurons. We show
that as seen combinations increase, there is a steady increase in the specialization score for both
category and pose neurons, suggesting specialization. These trends mirror the generalization trends
for networks which suggests that specialization facilitates generalization to unseen combinations. In
the supplement, we present these results for the other datasets, which support the same conclusions.
Also, we show that as expected, the specialization builds up across layers [35, 38].
Separate networks facilitate the emergence of specialized neurons. Fig. E.16 reveals that Separate
architectures facilitate specialization, while the Shared architecture makes it harder for the neurons to
specialize (lower specialization scores). This might be because the Shared architecture tries to split
into two specialized parts, but this specialization is much stronger in the Separate architecture due
to already having separate branches. This capability to specialize could explain why the Separate
architecture generalizes better to unseen category-pose combinations.
Limitations. In this paper, we have considered selectivity and invariance of individual neurons as a
model for understanding generalization to unseen combinations. This model is limited in several ways
as it only considers the properties of individual neurons, and assumes that selectivity to one single
7
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Figure 6: Neuron specialization (selectivity to category and invariance to pose, and vice versa) in the
Biased-Cars dataset. (a) and (b) Median of the specialization score among neurons (Γk ) in network
architectures, other than ResNet-18, separate and shared, for category and pose recognition tasks,
respectively. Confidence intervals displayed in low opacity. (c) and (d) Median of the specialization
score among neurons in ResNet-18 Separate and Shared with splits made at different blocks of the
network, for category and pose recognition tasks, respectively.
category (or pose) is needed alongside invariance to pose (or category) to achieve generalization.
There could be other ways to achieve generalization not taken into account by the model. Also, the
evidence presented here is correlational and based on the average neural activity for a set of images.
Nonetheless, the model has been shown to be useful to explain in simple and intuitive terms why the
Separate architecture outperforms the Shared one, and how these generalize as more category-pose
combinations are seen.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have demonstrated extensively that DNNs generalize better to unseen categorypose combinations as the training data diversity grows. We have also shown that networks trained
separately for category recognition and pose estimation surpass a shared network learning both tasks
by a large margin when tested on such unseen combinations. We attribute this to the fact that branches
in the Separate architecture are not forced to preserve information about both category and pose,
which facilitates an increase in the selectivity and invariance at the individual neuronal level. Our
results were consistent across five different state-of-the-art DNN backbones and four datasets, one of
them introduced in this paper to evaluate the ability of the networks to recognize novel combinations
of car models and viewpoints in a controlled yet photo-realistic dataset.
These results add to the growing body of works that introduce controlled experiments to understand
the generalization abilities of DNNs, e.g., [30, 66]. We hope that this paper serves as a basis for
further explorations, as we have left several key questions that need to be resolved in future works.
These include understanding the impact of having a larger number of tasks, multiple objects in the
8

image, and non-uniform ways of holing-out the test set across tasks, among others. We are also
intrigued to find out which other factors can lead to an increase in selective and invariant neural
representations, as this can help improve the generalization behaviour of computer vision applications.

Statement of Broader Impact
Many practical applications of deep networks require the ability to robustly extrapolate to novel
data beyond the training set. With the prevalence of DNNs increasing at an unprecedented rate,
understanding the capabilities and limitations of DNNs to generalize is of paramount importance.
With this work, we hope to have contributed to the use of deep networks in our society positively
in three concrete ways. Firstly, our findings can reassure practitioners that DNNs can generalize
to unseen category-pose combinations, as long as enough data diversity is ensured in the training
dataset. Secondly, these results can help practitioners make informed architectural choices, helping
them build networks that may extrapolate to unseen situations more robustly. Finally, we put forth a
simple model for understanding the underlying mechanisms driving the generalization of DNNs at
the individual neuron level.
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A
A.1

Additional details on Datasets (Section 2)
Samples from MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale datasets

Fig. A.7 presents one representative example for each category-pose combination through the combinations grid for the MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale datasets.

(a) MNIST-Position

(b) MNIST-Scale

Figure A.7: Combinations grids for MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale. Each row represents images
from a category and each column from a pose. (a) MNIST-Position was created by adding pose in the
form of position to images. For this, MNIST images were placed into one of nine positions in an
empty three-by-three grid with equal probability. (b) MNIST-Scale was created by resizing images
from MNIST to one of nine possible sizes, and then zero-padding.

A.2

Rendering Pipeline for Biased-Cars Dataset

To generate photo-realistic data with systematic, controlled biases we implemented our computer
graphics pipeline which offered us fine grained control over scene attributes including but not limited
to - backgrounds, textures, lighting and geometry. Below we present the details of our rendering
pipeline, along with some sample images.
Pipeline Details: We used Esri CityEngine [67] to model the city layout and geometry, to which we
add 3D assets - car models, pedestrians, trees, street furniture like bus stops, textures for buildings,
roads and car paints. Blender Python API [68] is used to modify the 3D city file. This includes placing
vehicles and other assets at user defined locations, modifying their material properties including
vehicle paint, adding specified textures to roads, buildings and pedestrians, and defining camera
attributes (lens, field of view, motion blur etc) and camera locations. For randomization, a distribution
over each parameters was defined. For instance, a discrete uniform distribution over possible car
color paints. Similarly, we defined distributions over object positions in the city, camera viewpoint
and distance, among other factors.
Sample images are shown in Fig. A.8 below, rendered at 1024 × 1024 pixels. As network input
was 224 × 224, training images were rendered at 256 × 256 and then resized to 224 × 224 (as side
length of the form 2k lead to computational gains in physically based rendering). Physically based
rendering accurately models the flow of light in the scene resulting in highly photo-realistic images.
As can be seen, our pipeline reproduces lighting artefacts like color bleeding and specular highlights
very gracefully. As shown, images include cars seen from different distances and viewpoints, under
different lighting conditions, scene clutter and even occlusions.
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Figure A.8: Sample images from the Biased-Cars dataset.
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B

Experimental Details and Hyper-Parameters (Section 3)

Each of our four datasets contains both category and pose labels for all images. We define the location
and the scale as the pose for MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale datasets respectively. For both iLab
and Biased-Cars dataset, the pose refers to the azimuth viewpoint. Networks are trained to predict
both category and pose labels simultaneously, and all models are trained from scratch, without any
pre-training to ensure controlled testing. This ensures that any existing biases in common pre-training
datasets like ImageNet [69] do not impact our results.
Number of Images: The number of training images is kept fixed for every dataset, and was decided
by training networks on these datasets while gradually increasing size, till the performance on unseen
combinations saturated. For the Biased-Cars dataset, performance plateaud at 3,400 train, 445
validation, and 800 unseen test images. For iLab, we used 70,000 train, 8,000 validation images,
and 8,000 unseen test images. As the iLab dataset is a natural image dataset, it required much more
images to saturate. For MNIST, 54,000 train, 8,000 validation and 8,000 test images were used.
Hyper-parameters: We used the Adam [70] optimizer with 0.001 as learning rate, and ReLU
activations. For the Biased-Cars datasets, all models were trained for 200 epochs, while we trained
for 50 epochs for the iLab dataset. MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale were trained for 5 epochs.
These stopping criterion were picked to ensure convergence on generalization to unseen combinations.
All experiments were repeated multiple times and confidence intervals are shown in the plots in the
main paper. iLab and Biased-Cars experiments were repeated 3 times each, and MNIST experiments
were repeated 10 times. Loss for training Shared architectures was simply the sum of CrossEntropy
Loss for both category and Pose prediction. We compared how different weighted sums perform, and
found this to be performing best as measured by the geometric mean of category and pose prediction.

C

Selectivity and Invariance (Section 4)

In the paper we defined the selectivity score of a neuron with respect to category and its invariance
score with respect to pose. Following the same notation as the paper: akij denotes the activations grid
for neuron k, where each row represents one category and each column represents a pose.
C.1

Normalization of activations grid

For every neuron, we first normalize its activations for every image by dividing them by its maximum
activation across all images. This ensures that that the activation for every image lies between 0 and 1
for all neurons. The entries of the activations grid for a neuron are then computed by averaging these
normalized activation for images belonging to each category-pose combination.
The activations grid is then normalized to be between 0 and 1. To do so, we subtract the minimum of
the activations grid and then divide it by the maximum.
C.2

Selectivity and Invariance with respect to Pose

In the paper, we used i?k , Sck , Ipk to denote the preferred category, selectivity score with respect to
category and invariance score with respect to pose respectively. We also presented these equations to
compute these quantities:
i?k = arg max
i

Sck

âk − āk
= k
,
â + āk

X

akij .

(C.4)

j

1 X k
where â =
a ?k , āk =
N j i j

P

k



Ipk = 1 − max aki?k j − min aki?k j
j

j
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We now present how to compute the selectivity with respect to pose, and invariance with respect to
category, denoted as Spk and Ick respectively. These can be obtained by first finding the preferred
pose, denoted as j ?k , and proceeding as in the above equations:
j ?k = arg max

X

j

Spk

âk − āk
,
= k
â + āk
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Ick = 1 − max akij ?k − min akij ?k

(C.9)

i

i

Observe that like Sck , Spk is a value between 0 and 1, and higher value indicates that the neuron is
more active for the preferred pose as compared to the rest of the poses. Ick too is a value between
0 and 1, with higher values indicating higher invariance to the category for images containing the
preferred pose.

D

Additional Results for Section 5

Below we present additional results that re-inforce our findings presented in Section 5 of the main
paper.
D.1

Number of Training examples

To ensure that our findings are not a function of the amount of training data, we present the results
for different number of images for the Biased-Cars and the iLab dataset in Fig. D.9. As can be seen
in both these datasets, across a different number of images the Separate architecture substantially
outperforms the Shared one at generalizing to unseen category-pose combinations.
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Figure D.9: Generalization to unseen combinations as number of training images is varied. For both
iLab and Biased-Cars dataset, Separate architecture outperforms the Shared architecture trained with
the same number of images.
D.2

Number of neurons in shared vs. separate networks

To control for the number of neurons in Shared and Separate architectures, we present additional
results with the Biased-Cars dataset in Fig. D.10. In the paper, we presented the Shared-Wide
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architecture for the ResNet-18 backbone, which is the Shared architecture with double the number of
neurons per layer, ie., double the width. Here we go one step further and test a number of similar
scenarios with the ResNet-18 backbone. The Separate Half and Separete One Fourth architectures
are made by reducing the number of neurons in every layer to one half, and one fourth of the original
number respectively. It is to be noted, that the Separate architectures has double the number of
neurons as the Shared architecture, as there is no weight sharing between branches in the Separate
case. Thus, the Separate Half architecture has the same number of neurons as the Shared architecture,
and the Separate architecture has the same number as the Shared-Wide architecture. In a similar
vein, the Shared Four Times was created by multiplying the neurons in each layer of the Shared
architecture four times. Thus, the Shared Four Times has double the number of neurons as compared
to the Shared Wide architecture, and 4 times the Shared architecture.
As can be seen in Fig. D.10, even at one-eighth number of neurons, the Separate One Fourth
architecture substantially outperforms the Shared Four Times architecture at generalizing to unseen
category-pose combinations. This confirms that our findings are not a function of the number of
neurons in the Shared and Separate architectures.
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Figure D.10: Generalization to unseen combinations as number of neurons per layer are varied for
the ResNet-18 backbone. Separate architectures substantially outperform Shared architectures across
a range of widths, ie., number of neurons per layer. The Separate architecture contains double the
parameters as the Shared architecture, as there is no weight sharing in the Separate case. Variants of
these architectures are created by increasing or decreasing the neurons in each layer by a factor of 2 at
a time. Even at one-eighth the number of neurons, the Separate One Fourth architecture generalizes
much better to unseen combinations as compared to the Shared Four Times architecture.
D.3

Separate performance of Category and Pose prediction

In Fig. E.12, we show that accuracy for category and pose prediction in unseen category-pose combinations. The results show that Separate also obtains better accuracy than Shared for each individual
task accuracy. Note that depending on the dataset, category or pose predictions have different degrees
of difficulty and not always category recognition is more difficult than pose estimation.
Furthermore, we have found that for MNIST-Position, the pooling operation at the end of ResNet-18
is critical to obtain good generalization accuracy to unseen category-pose combinations. We evaluated
ResNet-18 without the pooling operation and the category recognition accuracy of unseen categorypose combinations dropped to baseline. Pooling facilitates an increase of position invariance and it
does not harm the pose estimation accuracy (as shown by [27], pooling does not remove the position
information).
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Figure D.11: Generalization performance for Shared and Separate ResNet-18 as seen combinations
are increased for all datasets. The category recognition accuracy and pose estimation accuracy
are reported along with confidence intervals (a) MNIST-Position dataset. (b) MNIST-Scale dataset.
(c) iLab dataset. (d) Biased-Cars dataset.

E

Additional Results for Section 6

E.1

Specialization for other datasets

In the main paper we have presented specialization scores for the iLab and Biased-Cars dataset.
Here we also provide these for the MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale datasets. As can be seen,
our findings are consistent across these datasets as well. Fig E.12a and b show that neurons in the
final convolutional layer specialize to become either category or pose neurons as more category-pose
combinations are shown. Category and pose branches of the Separate architecture become completely
specialized to category and pose respectively. In the Shared architecture, both kinds of neurons
emerge in roughly equal numbers. Fig E.12c and d show that as the number of seen combinations
are increased, there is a steady increase in the specialization score for both MNIST-Position and
MNIST-Scale.
In Fig. E.13, we show that the selectivity score results are also consistent in iLab for different
backbones and split architectures.
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Figure E.12: Neuron specialization in MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale datasets. (a) and (b)
Percentage of neurons in the final convolutional layer of ResNet-18 that are specialized to category
and pose, for MNIST-Position and MNIST-Scale datasets, respectively. (c) and (d) Median of the
specialization scores of neurons in the final convolutional layer of ResNet-18 Separate and Shared
architectures, for category and pose recognition tasks, respectively.

E.2

Invariance and Selectivity Scores

In Fig. E.14 and E.15, we show the invariance and selectivity scores separately for the Biased-Cars
dataset. In both cases, the trends follow what we observed for the specialization score, though the
differences are much more pronounced in terms of invariance rather than selectivity.
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Figure E.13: Neuron specialization (selectivity to category and invariance to pose, and vice versa)
in the iLab dataset. (a) and (b) Median of the specialization score among neurons (Γk ) in network
architectures, other than ResNet-18, separate and shared, for category and pose recognition tasks,
respectively. Confidence intervals displayed in low opacity. (c) and (d) Median of the specialization
score among neurons in ResNet-18 Separate and Shared with splits made at different blocks of the
network, for category and pose recognition tasks, respectively. Similar results for the Biased-Cars
dataset are provided in the main paper.
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Figure E.14: Invariance scores in the Biased-Cars dataset. (a) and (b) Median of the invariance score
among neurons in network architectures, other than ResNet-18, separate and shared, for category
and pose recognition tasks, respectively. Confidence intervals displayed in low opacity. (c) and (d)
Median of the invariance score among neurons in ResNet-18 Separate and Shared with splits made at
different blocks of the network, for category and pose recognition tasks, respectively.
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Figure E.15: Selectivity scores in the Biased-Cars dataset. (a) and (b) Median of the selectivity score
among neurons in network architectures, other than ResNet-18, separate and shared, for category
and pose recognition tasks, respectively. Confidence intervals displayed in low opacity. (c) and (d)
Median of the selectivity score among neurons in ResNet-18 Separate and Shared with splits made at
different blocks of the network, for category and pose recognition tasks, respectively.
E.3

Specialization Score per Layer

In Fig. E.16, we show the specialization score in each layer. We can see that it builds up across layers,
and this is more pronounced for Separate architectures than for Shared.
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Figure E.16: Specialization Score Per Layer for 30 seen category-pose Combinations for iLab,
and 20 seen category-pose Combinations for the Biased-Cars dataset. (a) and (b) Median of the
specialization score among neurons in ResNet-18 Separate and Shared with splits made at different
blocks of the network, for category and pose recognition tasks, respectively. (c) and (d) Same as (a)
and (b) for Biased-Cars dataset.
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